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Abstract Characterizing the crack stability to predict the behaviour of ceramics designed
for industrial use is a challenging issue.It requires accurate crack tip detection during the
controlled crack propagation of notched bending tests.Different indirectmethods are avail-
able, like for instance the compliance technique. Recently, techniques based on Digital Im-
age Correlation (DIC) have emerged: Finite-Element DIC (FE-DIC) with a finite element
decomposition of the displacement field, Integrated-DIC (I-DIC) based on Williams’series
decomposition of the displacement field and Regularized-DIC (R-DIC) for mechanical con-
straints. These full-field techniques enable the quantification of the cracklengthand the
stress intensity factorKI .
In this paper, these four methods are compared in terms of measurements of crack lengths
and stress intensity factors during a notched bending test.The tested material is damageable
quasi-brittle ceramicat room temperature. The non linearity of the stress-strain law of this
microcrakedceramic results in a complex behaviour that is not captured by the compliance
method during the bending test. Therefore the linear elastic compliance method leads to dif-
ferent estimation of crack lengths and stress intensity factors compared to DIC methods. On
the other hand, the R-DIC approach handles the non linear material constitutive behaviour.
It allows a deeper analysis of the mechanical fields, the energy dissipation and the damage
mechanisms during the crack propagation.
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1 Introduction

Full-field optical methods are nowadays widely used in experimental mechanics thanks
to the numerous existing techniques which enable sample visualization during mechani-
cal tests. Different approaches like Moiré and Speckle Interferometry, Digital Image Cor-
relation and Grid Methods [1,2,3] are used to capture and analyze such full-field data.
These techniques can be used as displacement and strain measurement tools. However,
they present a greater potential when associated with identification methods [4]. Indeed,
displacement values during tests are rarely an end in themselves, contrary to quantities like
mechanical properties which are key material characteristics. In fracture mechanics, one
might be interested in measuring and quantifying quantities like the crack length, the stress
intensity factors, the energy release rate, the crack propagation speed and the fracture pro-
cess zone size.

Digital Image Correlation is now a well known full-field measurement technique. Based
on the grey level conservation between two digital images ofthe specimen surface in two
different states, this method enables accurate displacement quantification in 2D and 3D[5,
6,7,8]. Recently, it has been proposed to decompose the displacement field over a set of
finite element shape functions [9,10]. This procedure is particularly attractive because of
the direct connection between experiments and simulations, since the kinematic bases may
be identical in both cases. A large variety of specific basis functions may be used to inte-
grate a chosen displacement decomposition into the measurement problem, like for beam
kinematics [11,12,13] or fracture kinematics [14]. These approaches, called herein Inte-
grated Digital Image Correlation (I-DIC), have been already associated with identification
methods to quantify mechanical properties [15], establishdamage laws [12] and determine
stress intensity factors [16]. Unlike I-DIC approaches based on kinematics assumptions, it
is also possible toa priori assume the mechanical behaviour of the material. It leads to
a regularization of the obtained displacement field [17]. Theses approaches, called herein
Regularized Digital Image Correlation (R-DIC), use the equilibrium gap method as a me-
chanical filter. According to the constitutive law of the tested material, all non admissible
solutions are removed from the final displacement solution.These regularized approaches
can also be used to identify mechanical quantities [18].

The purpose of this study is to characterize the crack growthresistance and the frac-
ture toughness of a damageable structural ceramic. A notched four-point bending test was
selected. This type of bending test is commonly used both in academic and industrial labo-
ratories to characterize the crack resistance curve (R-curve). A R-curve shows the increase
of resistance of a material, in terms of critical values of stress intensity factors with respect
to crack lengths. This challenging issue requires an accurate crack detection as the load
increases during the test. The elastic compliance method, usually employed to analyze this
test, is briefly recalled in Section 2. Its underlying concepts are pointed out. Then, the DIC
techniques are presented in Section 3. Section 3.4 is devoted to the analysis of the crack
propagation during the four-point bending test according to these techniques. The results
are compared and discussed. The regularized R-DIC method ispresented in Section 4. The
analysis of the notched bending test is then conducted according to the approach R-DIC.
The differences between the results are commented and discussed.
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2 Elastic Compliance Method

The compliance method has been developed within the framework of Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics [19]. Its main assumptions are an elastic behaviour of the material and traction-
free boundary conditions over the crack faces. The crack length ai is calculated at timei by
an iterative calculation based on the evolution of compliance:

Ci =
Ui

Pi
, ai = ai−1+(

W−ai−1

2
)(

Ci −Ci−1

Ci
) (1)

whereCi is the sample compliance,Pi the load,Ui the deflection,W the sample height. For
most of the cases, the compliance must be calculated with respect to the 0-displacement
0-load point. Even if there is have important residual deflections for the cycling test (for
instance Figure (2)), it may be the consequence of the presence of debris between crack
faces which are not relevant for any stiffness considerations [20]. Using the crack length
estimation given by equation (1), modeI stress intensity factorKI is calculated for a notched
four-point bending test according to elastic linear formulae [21]:

KI = σi
√

πai χ(ai/W), σi =
3Pi(D1−D2)

2BW2 (2)

χ(ai/W) =
√

2W
πai

tan(
πai

2W
)
0.923+0.199(1−sin( πai

2W ))4

cos( πai
2W )

(3)

whereB is the sample width,D1 andD2 the lower and upper spans.
Others fracture parameters can be calculated from load-displacement curves. It is pos-

sible to mention the methods developed by Riceet al. [22], Sakaiet al. [23] and Garwood
et al. [24]. For crack length estimation, all these methods are based on compliance consid-
erations. But equation (2) implies systematically that a compliance variation is related to a
unique damage mechanism, an incremental extensiondaof the main crack.

To determine the crack tip position on the specimen surface,direct optical observations
are sometimes possible [25,26] but it might be inaccurate and subjective especially if the
surfaces can not be polished. The next section is devoted to alternative methods, such as
full-field measurement techniques, to monitor continuously the crack extension during the
test.

3 Digital Image Correlation with kinematics Integration (I-D IC)

3.1 General principle of DIC: optical flow conservation

DIC is a full field measurement method which enables one to capture both local and global
variations of the displacement fields of a structure.Introduced in the 1980s [1,2], this
method is now widely used to obtain quantitative data from various images.
Let us call f the reference image,g the deformed image,u the displacement field andb the
noise. It is postulated that the texture of the sample surface is passively advected and its
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evolution betweenf andg is relevant from the structure displacementu only. Thanks to this
optical flow equation, the correlation method consists in comparing the two digital images
( f andg) to evaluate the displacement field for each pixel of coordinatex:

f (x) = g(x+u(x))−b(x) (4)

Additional assumptions are considered to determinev, the best approximation possible of
u despite the noiseb. Solving this inverse problem on a chosen regionΩ may lead to the
minimization of the global error thanks to a functionalϕ2

cor:

v(x) = Arg Min (ϕ2
cor) (5)

ϕ2
cor(x) =

∫ ∫

Ω
[ f (x)−g(x+v(x))]2dx (6)

The displacement field insideΩ is decomposed over a set of functions to regularize this
ill-posed problem.ψn are the basis functions andαn the associated unknown degrees of
freedom. The fieldv is decomposed as follows:

v(x) = ∑
n

αnψn(x) (7)

A non-linear least-squares algorithm leads to the resolution of a linear system:
[∫ ∫

Ω
(∇g(x+v).ψm(x)(∇g(x+v).ψn(x)dx

]
dαn =

∫ ∫

Ω
( f (x)−g(x+v)(∇g(x+v).ψm(x)))dx

(8)

where the summation over the repeated indices holds. Once convergence is achieved, the
approximated displacement fieldv is reconstructed onΩ . The final correlation errorRcor

is obtained by comparing the actual reference imagef and a corrected deformed image
calculated from the deformed imageg and the displacement approximationv:

Rcor = | f (x)−g(x+v(x))| (9)

It indicates whether the displacement field satisfies locally the optical flow equation cor-
rectly or not.

3.2 Finite-Element DIC or FE-FIC

The displacement field decomposition in equation (7) is an essential step in DIC technique.
A large variety of functions may be considered. The usual approaches of DIC consider
constant or bilinear displacement forms inside independent regions of interest [2]. Finite-
Element (FE) functions are particularly well suited [9,10]and enable some uncertainty re-
ductions with the same level of pixel data. In the following aDIC analysis carried out using
FE shape functions will be denoted as FE-DIC.

However, such general decompositions do not allow for a direct extraction of searched
mechanical quantities (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio,damage law, stress intensity fac-
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tors...). If additional information is known concerning the form of the searched displace-
ment, some global kinematic assumptions can be introduced through specific displacement
basis functionsψn: Rouxet al. [14] used Williams’ series around the tip of a crack for han-
dling stress intensity factor measurements, Hildet al. [11] have employed a linear curvature
element for accounting for cantilever beam kinematics, Leplay et al. [12] used specific
functions for four-points bending and uniaxial tests kinematics. NURBS functions were
also used by Ŕethoŕe et al. for handling high order beam kinematics [13]. Constructing the
displacement basis functions usually allows having the searched mechanical quantities as
direct unknowns of the DIC analysis (e.g., stress intensityfactors, beam curvature, homo-
geneous strain field...). Further, compared to FE decomposition, the number of degrees of
freedom involved is usually at least two orders of magnitudelower. Starting from a mesh
with several thousands degrees of freedom with FE-DIC approach, it is possible for instance
to have less than ten unknowns thanks to specific basis functions [12,14]. This allows for
tremendous uncertainty reduction. However, one has to be careful and it is useful to check
usingRcor that the kinematic assumptions are fulfilled (Equation 9).

Section 3.3 presents a displacement decomposition dedicated to a crack kinematics [14,
27,16]. The global kinematics is hencea priori integrated into the measured displacement
field problem. This technique is usually called Integrated-DIC (I-DIC).

3.3 Integrated DIC or I-DIC

Capturing the displacement discontinuity across the crackfaces, enriched finite element
kinematics have been employed in [28]. AS FE-DIC, this approach, based on X-FEM, re-
quires the measurement of many degrees of freedom and might be very noise-sensitive in
case of low strains.An other alternative is here used based on the use of the analytical
displacement field expressions proposed by Williams [29] asperformed by [14]. These ex-
pressions are applicable to a semi-infinite straight (alongthe x1-axis) crack in an elastic
isotropic infinite medium with traction-free boundary conditions over the crack faces. The
displacement field solution is a double infinite complex serie, expressed in plane polar coor-
dinates (z= reiθ in the complex plane) with the origin centered at the crack tip. The modeI
andII solutions are expressed as follows:





φ I
n(z) = φ I

n(r,θ) =rn/2(κeinθ/2− n
2

ei(4−n)θ/2

+(
n
2
+(−1)n)e−inθ/2)

φ II
n (z) = φ II

n (r,θ) = ir n/2(κeinθ/2+
n
2

ei(4−n)θ/2

− (
n
2
− (−1)n)e−inθ/2)

(10)

whereκ is the Kolossov’s constant (κ = (3−4ν) for plane strain orκ = (3− ν)/(1+ ν)
for plane stress conditions,ν being the Poisson’s ratio). All these fields are homogeneous
functions of the distance to the crack tipr. All elastic displacement fields with finite strain
energy density are generated with 0≤ n< ∞. All odd indices label fields having a discon-
tinuity across the crack faces whereas even indices correspond to continuous fields. More
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precisely,n= 0 order field corresponds to a translation parallel to the crack faces for modeI ,
orthogonal to the crack faces for modeII ; n= 1 order field gives access to the classical mode
I and modeII displacement fields which are proportional to stress intensity factorsKI ,KII ;
n= 2 order field corresponds to the T-stress component for modeI , and rigid body rotation
about the crack tip for modeII . Higher order fields account for the influence of non-fulfilled
assumptions, like the influence of the boundary conditions (i.e. non-infinite medium). This
set of fields is thus an appropriate basis functions to describe the displacement field for a
traction free crack in an elastic medium.

v(r,θ) is thus rewritten considering this series as basis functions onto which the dis-
placement field (7) is projected:

v(z) = ∑
n, j

α j
nφ j

n(z) (11)

whereα j
n are the unknown degrees of freedom i.e., the contribution ofeach fieldφ j

n(r,θ)
is proportional to the amplitudeα j

n. Associated with non-physical infinite energies at the
crack tip whenr → 0, the subsingularn < 0 fields have to be taken into account in order
to verify the crack kinematics measurement quality [16]. Indeed, the influence of a wrong
estimation of the equivalent crack tip location or the influence of the presence of a non
negligible fracture process zone (FPZ), far away from the crack tip is quantified thanks to
thesen< 0 fields. For instance, let us assume a mislocated crack tip with a distanced along
thex1-axis. The polar frame being centered at the mislocated crack tip position, real crack
tip coordinates are actually(d,θ = 0).

v(z+d) = ∑
n, j

α̃ j
nφ j

n(z+d) (12)

whereα̃ j
n are the values of the degrees of freedom obtained for this crack mislocation. Using

the recurrence formula (equation (13)) and a linearization, the equation (14) is obtained
between the degrees of freedom with and without crack mislocation:

∂φ I
n

∂x1
=

n
2

φ I
n−2 (13)

α I
n = α̃ I

n−
n+2

2
dα̃ I

n+2 (14)

Considering thatα I
−1 must be zero to avoid diverging energy density, it is possible to show

that a mislocation of the crack tip is responsible for a non-zero contribution of thesubsingu-
lar φ I

−1 field. Writing the equation 14 with ordern=−1 and j = I , the distanced is directly
estimated from the ratio betweeñα I

1 andα̃ I
−1:

d =
2α̃ I

−1

α̃ I
1

(15)

Thanks to this relationship, the offsetd between the estimated crack tip location and the
actual one is quantified so that the polar frame origin can be shifted to the point(d;θ = 0).
A new calculation with the new crack tip location is necessary to check whetherα1

−1 is
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actually nil or not. The minimization of the contribution ofthe supersingular fieldφ I
−1 using

an iterative algorithm yields to an accurate positioning ofthe equivalent elastic crack tip in
the image along the axisθ = 0 [14].
Note that the very small region surrounding the crack tip must be excluded from the region
Ω for two reasons. First, one knows that the elastic fields (Equation (10)) can not describe
all the non linear phenomena which classically occur at the crack tip (plasticity, damage...).
Then, the supersingular fields (likeφ I

−1) are singular whenr → 0. Therefore a mask is used
to exclude from the calculation the region in the immediate vicinity of the crack.The crack
mask radius must be as small as possible to enable the supersingular fields to detect correctly
a crack tip mislocation [30].

It also means that all the quantitative information about the crack behaviour brought by
this I-DIC formulation do not come from the crack itself but from the fields which irradiate
away from the crack projected on an elastic basis.

3.4 Application to notched bending tests

3.4.1 Experimental Procedure

Aluminium titanateAl2TiO5 is a micro cracked ceramic due to the anisotropic thermal ex-
pansion coefficient of its crystals [31]. The microcracks appear at grain boundaries during
cooling from the sintering temperature. Because of these microcracks, this quasi-brittle ce-
ramic strengthened with a secondary silicate phase becomesan excellent potential material
for industrial thermostructural applications. The influence of the sintering process, the mi-
crostructure, the secondary silicate phase and the thermalexpansion coefficient has been
widely studied [32,33] but mechanical and fracture aspectsare rare in literature [34,35,36].
However, this ceramic is known to be damageable at room temperature because of the mi-
crocrack propagation [12]. It is however essential in a design stage to have access to crucial
property such as the fracture toughness and to the knowledgeof the crack resistance curve,
particularly if it exhibits an increase of resistance with increasing crack length.
The tested material is mainly made of aluminium titanate with a secondary silicate phase.
It exhibits a high porosity volume fraction varying from 40 to 50 %. The samples were
extruded then sintered for a final rectangular section of B×W=5.3×7.0 mm2. The notches,
made with a steel blade, were 1 mm long (α = a0/W = 0.14) and 180µm thick. Four-point
bending tests were performed on a hydraulic machine (Instron 8502) with a 5000 N load
cell. The lower span wasD1=60 mm and the upper spanD2=20 mm. A linear variable
differential transducer (LVDT) was used to control the deflection at the middle of the beam
at a rate of 100µm/min.
A CCD camera was used to continuously record images of the sample surface during each
mechanical test. The maximum image resolution of this camera is 1200×1600 pixels with
an 8-bit digitization for grey levels. The acquisition frequency was one image every sec-
ond. The optical magnification of classical lenses depending on the distance to the sample
surface, out-of-plane displacements or misalignments might induce artificial magnifications
interpreted as in-plane strains by the DIC system. To overcome this possible error, the CCD
camera was fitted with a 200 mm telecentric lens, ensuring a magnification independent on
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the distance.Each pixel on the captured images has here a 10.9µm physical size.
Five notched samples were tested. The averaged maximum loadis 14.8±0.4 N. The be-
haviour is non linear with a stable crack propagation (Figure 3). Monotonous and cycling
tests lead to similar envelope curves.One must note that the global response of this quasi-
brittle porous ceramic is highly repetitive on these mechanical tests. From a material point
of view, this quasi-brittleness is the consequence of the growing microcracks creating a non
negligible fracture process zone around the crack tip.Using the BSE mode (Bask-Scattered
Electrons) for a better vizualisation, SEM pictures revealthe presence of multicracking,
branching and debonding (Figure 1 and 2). All the phenomena are energy-consuming.The
important residual deflection for the cycling test illustrated in Figure 3 can be associated to
friction phenomena between microcrack faces and the presence of fragments between the
main crack faces. Therefore the sample compliance is betterestimated with respect to the
0-displacement 0-load point [20,37].

3.4.2 Different analyzing methods

The compliance method based on the load-deflection curve briefly recalled in section 2, FE-
DIC and I-DIC approaches presented in section 3 are used to analyze the four-point bending
test described above. Concerning FE-DIC, square finite elements were chosen. This leads
to the choice of Q4 finite elements as the simplest basis. The calculation was performed
on a regular mesh made of 20x41 quadrangular elements (element size = 32 pixels).With
this FE-DIC approach, 1764 degrees of freedom have thus to bemeasured.A global region
of interest is considered as shown in Figure 4. As the bi-linear basis functions assume a
continuous displacement, the correlation residualRcor might rise for regions where this as-
sumption is not fulfilled.Concerning I-DIC analysis, the global region of interest isalso
shown in figures 1 and 4. ModeI and modeII field orders fromn = −3 to n = +7 are
considered since they are sufficient to capture faithfully the crack kinematics [38]. Indeed,
larger negative order fields vanish very quickly withr and can be omitted from the analysis.
Similarly, large positive indices do not affect the crack tip kinematics and are only useful
for accounting for very inhomogeneous boundary conditions[16]. It has been checked that
considering fields orders fromn=−5 ton=+9 does not change the solution but only slow
down the algorithm convergence. With the I-DIC approach based on these fields, only 22
degrees of freedom have thus to be measured. Since the crack is not perfectly straight, the
mask radius is set to 20 pixels in our case. It has been verifiedthat using a mask with a
radius between 15 and 40 pixels does not affect the solution accuracy.
The location of the equivalent elastic crack tip is estimated through the minimization of
α I
−1. The stress intensity factor values are directly obtained from the measured amplitudes

of α I ,II
1 .

3.4.3 Results and comparison

The axial displacement map obtained using FE-DIC and I-DIC approaches are presented in
Figure 5. FE-DIC displacement map is quite noisy since it is based on numerous degrees
of freedom. It is still possible to identify the crack geometry using the correlation residual
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Rcor. The averaged correlation residual is low (0.49 %) but the map indicates a steep local-
ization corresponding to the place where the displacement continuity assumption fails. The
prediction of the crack path is thus better than those performed according to the axial dis-
placement, but the crack tip location is rough, inaccurate and subjective. The displacement
field is further not sufficiently smooth to be derived to obtain the strain fields.

On the other hand, I-DIC displacement map is perfectly smooth since the displacement
field is based on few analytical basis functions. The homogeneous and low correlation
residual (0.47 % in average over the region of interest excluding the mask aroung the crack)
indicates that the basis functions detailled in Section 3.3allow capturing the displacement at
the sample surface within the region that has not been masked. Besides, no post-processing
is required since the crack tip location and the stress intensity factor are directly obtained
from the degrees of freedom.

The crack length versus the vertical deflection is plotted onFigure 6 according to the
compliance, FE-DIC (manual tracking on the correlation error map) and I-DIC methods.
The calculations have been stopped for a maximum vertical deflection of 130µm. For
greater defections, the crack tip is too close from the rear compressive part of the beam and
is submitted to boundary effects that cannot be accounted for by the displacement fields in
Equation (10).
Figure 6 shows differences between the estimated crack lengths versus the method employed
for their estimation. According to the compliance method, acompliance variation is related
to a unique damage mechanism, an incremental crack extension da. The initiation and
propagation of a microcrack network within a process zone around the crack tip or diffuse
damage that weakens the sample can be interpreted only as a growth of the main elastic
crack. Therefore, this method overestimates the crack length for small loads (during the
elaboration of the process zone) before underestimating itfor greater loads. Concerning,
FE and I-DIC methods, the estimated crack lengths are very close. This confirms that the
compliance leads in the present case to an wrong estimation of the crack length due to
its underlying assumptions. However, it is not possible from I-DIC results to identify the
mechanism responsible for the earliest damage of the sample. The measurement of the crack
tip at the specimen surface with DIC approaches involves theproblem of the crack front
curvature over the specimen thickness. This problem has already been studied for non-brittle
ceramics [25,39]. For some rectangular samples, as thick asours, no remarkable crack
curvature was found and the maximum error in crack length measurement was estimated to
be±2 % at the crack surface. Indeed, no plastic zone and crack tunnelling exist for ceramics,
as it is found in metallic materials in cases of plain stress and plain strain. Therefore, the
difference observed between compliance and DIC methods on this porous ceramic might
not come from thickness effects but from the damage caused bythe microcracks.

Concerning the SIF variations, FE-DIC results were not computed, as mentioned pre-
viously (Section 3.2). A great difference between compliance and I-DIC stress intensity
factor values is highlighted by Figure 7. This figure indicates that for similar vertical deflec-
tion, KI values according to the two methods are different, and that the gap increases with
the increasing deflection. Again, as the compliance assumptions are violated, any energy
dissipation is seen by the compliance method as a propagation of the main crack. Our inter-
pretation is the following. Any loss of global stiffness leads to crack extension following the
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compliance method. Further, as the load is lower than the onethat should have been applied
for the same crack within an elastic material, the estimatedSIF is much lower than the one
computed from I-DIC. Indeed, I-DIC leads to a kinematic-based estimate ofKI . The dis-
placement field accounting for the loss of linearity of the material leads to a largerKI value
than the one computed using the compliance method. A ratio ofabout 2 is reported between
bothKI compliance and I-DIC factors.

In Section 4, we propose to analyze this test using a originalDIC technique that accounts
for the non-linear constitutive law of the material. The aimis to distinguish the respective
influence of diffuse and localized damages in the crack tip vicinity. Further, an energy
analysis is proposed and the amount of energy dissipated by each damage mechanism is
evaluated.

4 Digital Image Correlation with mechanical Regularization (R-DIC)

In the previous section 3, global correlation techniques have been implemented. The dis-
placement decomposition rests either on continuous finite element shape functions or Williams’
series functions for a cracked elastic medium. Informationon the material constitutive law
and momentum equation can also be added into the displacement field functions. Section 4
presents this approach based on the equilibrium gap method [17]. The displacement solu-
tion is mechanically regularized with respect to the material constitutive law. Let us call this
technique Regularized-DIC (R-DIC).

4.1 The equilibrium gap method as a mechanical filter

The displacement field decomposition over a set of FE functions provides a suitable tool for
coupling measurements and numerical simulations. Indeed,the discretization schemes are
identical for both. In case of very small displacements and strains (noisy measurements), it
is however unrealistic to compute stress fields directly from displacements. The R-DIC basic
concept is to add the equilibrium state constraint directlyinto the displacement identification
procedure to “mechanically” filter the unbalanced components of the displacement field.

The momentum equation written in a discretized formalism using FE shape functions,
states that the internal force vector equals the external force vector:

{Fint}= {Fext} (16)

In the absence of body force, the external force vector{Fext} has non-zero value only at
the nodes where boundary conditions (prescribed displacement or non-zero stress/force)
are applied. For the analyzed sample, these nodes are those on the left and right edges
of the mesh. Let us denote by{F̄int} the restriction of the internal force vector to nodes
where{Fext} vanishes. It is proposed to add to the minimization ofϕ2

cor an equilibrium gap
conditionϕ2

mec:

ϕ2
mec=

1
2
{F̄int}T {F̄int} (17)
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as a penalty term withλ the penalty parameter:

ϕ2
tot = ϕ2

cor+(
1
λ
−1)ϕ2

mec (18)

The algorithm is aimed at minimizingat bestthe correlation residual of equation (9) with a
penalization of the equilibrium gap equation (17). All the solutions not mechanically bal-
anced are canceled byϕ2

mec, so that the final displacement field is regularized with respect to
the given constitutive law. The penalty parameterλ belongs to [0;1]. Ifλ = 1, the mechani-
cal residual has no influence and the algorithm behaves like usual correlation algorithm used
in FE-DIC. If λ → 0+, the algorithm behaves more less like a Dirichlet finite-element cal-
culation with displacement boundary conditions coming from DIC (the mechanical residual
is defined only for the internal nodes, the elements at the mesh boundary are always solved
according to DIC only without mechanical regularization).It has to be pointed out that the
penalty parameterλ introduces a length scale below which mechanical considerations dom-
inate and above which DIC dominate [17]. Therefore this regularizing approach acts as a
frequency low-pass filter, removing all wavelengths which are not mechanically admissible.

As R-DIC allows measuring a displacement field fulfillingat bestthe momentum bal-
ance for a given a constitutive law, it is possible to computethe corresponding stress field
and to evaluate how the damage spreads within the sample. This is now illustrated by the
analysis of the notched bending tests previously studied inSection 3.4.

4.2 Application to notched bending tests

R-DIC is now applied to the same notched bending tests previously analyzed using the com-
pliance method, FE and I-DIC in Section 3. Figure 8 shows the global area of interest con-
sidered for R-DIC. An unstructured mesh made of T3 elements,conforming to the geometry
of the notch, is used. The averaged size of these triangle elements is about 10 pixels. The
region covered by this unstructured mesh is identical to theone considered in Section 3.It is
necessary to use a constitutive law adapted to the tested material. At room temperature, the
stress-strain ceramic constitutive and damage laws were identified by the authors in a previ-
ous paper [12] using a specific DIC approach. Unnotched bending tests were analyzed using
DIC and specific basis functions dedicated to bending kinematics were employed for the dis-
placement decomposition. A dissymetric behaviour betweentension and compression was
identified. The ceramic behaviour is elastic linear in compression whereas it is damageable
in tension because of microcrack propagation. In tension, aChaboche-Lemaı̂tre damage
model is used [40]. The damage evolution is expressed as a function of an equivalent strain
εeq:

D(εeq) = a.(1−exp(−ε̂eq/b)) (19)

whereε̂eq denotes the maximum value over time ofεeq, a andb are material parameterspre-
viously identified in [12]:a=0.886,b=0.00141 andDmax=0.71.The valueDmaxcorresponds
to the maximum damage that the material can support before unstable failure occurs. A
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Mazars equivalent strain [41] is used herein:

εeq= 〈ε1〉++ 〈ε2〉++
ν

1−ν
〈−ε1− ε2〉+ (20)

whereε1,2 are the principal strains and〈•〉+ the Macaulay brackets (i.e., the positive part
of the inner argument). WhenD = Dmax within an element, failure occurs and the element
stiffness is enforced to zero by settingD = 1.

Réthoŕe [18] shows that results from R-DIC are almost independent on the value of the
penalty parameterλ . In the present case, additional difficulties arise concerning the choice
of this parameter. It has been mentioned above thatλ introducesa cut-off frequency of a
low-pass filter. For very low value ofλ (e.g., 10−6), the cut-off frequency is as large as
R-DIC behaves more or less as a Dirichlet FE simulation. As the signal / noise ratio of pure
DIC analysis is really low in the present analysis on a ceramic, the “boundary conditions”
are so noisy that the elements on the boundary are damaged andbroken (from the given
failure criterion) at the very first step of the analysis. Thepenalty parameter has thus to be
chosen carefully. It is proposed to use the stress field from R-DIC as data to determine over
a vertical beam section the global load by integrating the moment with respect to the neutral
axis locationn:

PR−DIC =
4B

D1−D2

∫ +W/2

−W/2
σ(x).(x−n)dx (21)

This computed loadPR−DIC is then compared to the experimental recorded one in order
to calibrate the appropriate penalty parameter valueλ . A very good agreement between
the experimental and the computed values of the load is observed for λ varying roughly
between 1.10−2 and 1.10−1. Within this interval, the measured kinematics corresponds to
an equilibrium state relevant for the crack problem. This validity interval, smaller than those
obtained in the literature [17,18], is a consequence of the low ratio between data and noise
due to the small level of strains of ceramics.Compared to the literature, it is also the first
time that this approach is applied to a damageable material.It brings additional complexity
and makes the identification problem more ill-posed. Some developments are possible to
improve the quality of the strain measurement and damage calculation at the borders. It
might increase the independance of the R-DIC solution with respect to the parameterλ in
our case, this point should be tackled in a future paper.

Stress intensity factors and crack tip position are extracted from R-DIC displacement
by using a least-square minimization of the gap betweenvR−DIC and a decomposition over
Williams’ series. The corresponding coefficients are obtained by minimizing:

α j
n = Arg Min (

∫ ∫

Ω
[vR−DIC(λ ,x)−∑

n, j
α j

nφ j
n(x)]

2dx) (22)

In the following,λ is set to 4.10−2, n ranges from−3 to 7 andj considers modeI and mode
II fields. The results are then compared to those obtained usingI-DIC and compliance
methods (Section 3.4). Figure 11 shows the crack length evolution. One notices that R-DIC
gives results similar to the ones obtained according to I-DIC meaning thatthe identified
crack advance kinematicswas preserved by the mechanical filter. Previously, a possible
diffuse damage was invoked to explain the differences between the crack length evolution
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obtained from I-DIC (and now R-DIC) and compliance methods.R-DIC gives access to the
damage distribution over the entire specimen surface. Figure 9 shows the axial displacement
fields and damage fields obtained using R-DIC for some specificload steps, corresponding to
load steps labeled (a), (b), (c) and (d) on Figure 6. One observes the main crack propagation
but also thediffuse damagespreading over the entire specimen. Note the influence of the
nodes on the left and right edges that do not hold mechanical regularization and induce
a short scale perturbation in the mechanical fields. For Figure (9a) and Figure (9d), the
damage field is plotted at the step before the crack is detected from both I-DIC and R-DIC
displacement fields. It shows that at non-zero damage value is obtained over a region that
is not restricted to the vicinity of the crack tip. This leadsto a significant reduction of the
global stiffness of the specimen that is interpreted as the propagation of the main crack for
the compliance method.

During the next steps of the test, the damage concentrates around the crack tip as shown
by Figure 9. It isconsistentwith SEM pictures showing that branching and debonding
phenomena occur in the vicinity of the crack tip (Figure 2). Further, if one compares the
value ofKI computed from the three analyses, there is again a very good agreement between
I-DIC and R-DIC whereas values from the compliance method are about half of the values
from both DIC analyses, as mentioned earlier.

It is thus clear that there is a competition between diffuse damage and localized damage
(i.e., crack propagation).

4.3 Energy based analysis

To get an improved understanding of this test and of the damage behaviour of this ceramic,
it is proposed to quantify the energies dissipated by the different damage modes. The total
cumulated energy dissipated during the experiment is evaluated from the load displacement
curve [25]. Assuming an elastic unloading, the total cumulated dissipated energyWtot is
given by:

Wtot =
∫ uexp(t)

0
Pexpduexp−

1
2

Pexp(t)uexp(t) (23)

It is assumed that this total dissipated energy can be partitioned into a fracture energy due
to new free surface creationWf and into a diffuse damage dissipationWd :
- The energy dissipated by diffuse damage can be evaluated byintegrating the fields obtained
by the R-DIC approach over the finite element mesh. It is equalto the difference between
effective and real strain energies [42] :

Wd =
1
2

∫

Ω
σe : εrdicdΩ −

∫ t

0

∫

Ω
σrdic : ε̇rdicdΩdt (24)

whereσe are the effective stresses, associated to the strain field ifthe material was elastic,
andσrdic the real stresses, calculated thanks to the damageable constitutive law.
- Using the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics theory, the cumulated energyWf dissipated
by the fracture process is the cumulated energy dissipated by the fracture process is related
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to the energy release rate as:

Wf (t) =
∫ a(t)

0
G(t)da (25)

whereG is the energy release rate.G can usually be related to stress intensity factor through
the Irwin formula. However, Bui [19] pointed out that in the presence of non-linear (or
transient) processes one must distinguish between akinematicstress intensity factorKI

u re-
lated to the displacement “singularity” and astaticstress intensity factorKI

σ related to the
singularity of the stress field. I-DIC and the least-square minimization of the displacement
gap for R-DIC lead to kinematic stress intensity factorKI

u evaluations as they are based on
displacement field data. In order to estimateKI

σ , R-DIC stress fields are analyzed and a
stress gap between the computed field and the one derived fromWilliams’ series assuming
a linear elastic constitutive law, is minimized in a least square sense (Figure 12). The energy
release rate is then evaluated in plane stress by:

G=
1
E
(KI

uKI
σ +KII

u KII
σ ) (26)

On Figure 13, we plot the evolution of these energiesWtot, Wf andWd as functions of the
crack length obtained according to I-DIC.At the end, the total dissipated energyWtot is
equal to 4,71.10−4J, whereas the sum ofWf andWd is equal to 4,61.10−4J. This difference
being less than 3 %, the energy balance is validated. One observes that a small, but non-zero,
amount of energy (Wd = 1,0.10−5J) is dissipated by diffuse damage before crack initiation.
Then the dominant dissipation mode is the localized mode (i.e., fracture). When the crack
length becomes longer than 1.2 mm, the dissipation by diffuse damage increases and reaches
30 % of the total dissipated energy.At this transition length, the evolution of the damage
field corresponds to a finite size effect. Indeed, from Figure(9d), it is observed that the
free surface in front of the crack tip has an increasing influence on the stress field and that
damage starts to develop from this free surface.

R-curves are plotted for R-DIC and compliance methods on Figure 14. It is obvious
that the compliance method underestimates the resistance of the material as all non-linear
processes are supposed to be solely related to crack propagation by this method. The deeper
analysis proposed in this paper shows that the crack growth resistance of the material prop-
erly extracted from the experimental data is much higher (a factor of about 2 is obtained for
the value ofG). This result may impact directly the design of industrial applications of such
quasi-brittle material.

5 Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to characterize the crack growth behaviour of a quasi-brittle ceramic
and to quantify its crack growth resistance.To reach these goals, the elastic compliance
method is usually used to analyze a notched bending test. In this paper, DIC techniques,
which allow a meaningful crack detection through displacement field measurements, are
used.Integrated-DIC method is based here on the displacement field decomposition over a
set of shape functions adapted to the test kinematics, i.e.,the Williams’ series. Its allows a
quantification of the displacement field with lower uncertainty levels. Besides, stress inten-
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sity factors and crack tip location are estimated without requiring post-processing. These
results (KI and crack tip position) are seen to be different from those obtained by the com-
pliance method.

The crack tip positions with the specific approach I-DIC are obtained more directly and
accurately than with the general approach FE-DIC based on finite element functions. For
the compliance method, any energy dissipation is interpreted as a propagation of the main
crack. Therefore it is suggested that the wrong crack initiation detected by the compliance
method at the first loading steps is a consequence of non-linear processes.

To handle the non-linear mechanical behaviour, a Regularized-DIC formulation is adopted.
This approach combinates the numerical and experimental aspects. It allows selecting a
DIC displacement field which satisfies additional constraints coming from a penalization
by the equilibrium gap with respect to a given constitutive law. The used law relies on a
Chaboche-Lemaı̂tre damage model. By coupling energy dissipation analysesand R-DIC
field projections onto Williams’ series, it is possible to explain the differences obtained be-
tween the compliance and DIC methods. Further, it is possible to distinguish diffuse and
local damages during the test. Interpreted in term of dissipated energy, three different stages
appear. First, diffuse damage around the initial notch is shown to be the dominant damage
mechanism responsible for the macro-crack initiation. Then, the macro-crack propagation
starts and is detected by the I-DIC method and optical observations. The fracture mecha-
nism dominates during this second phase. Last, finite size and boundary effects finally arise
once the crack exceeds a certain length. The energy dissipating mode switches to diffuse
damage close to the top edge of the sample.

Compared to standard DIC, the R-DIC approach allows accessing to a refined dechanical
description of the damage phenomena during the test. The quantification of the energy
dissipated allows distinguishing the diffuse and local mechanisms. An estimation of the
crack growth resistance of the material is obtained withoutaccounting for the bias inherent to
the usual compliance method. It is concluded from these results, that the actual propagation
law or resistance curve for the studied material is given by the R-DIC analysis.

Different improvements are possible in our case. First, theindependance of the R-
DIC approach with respect to the penalty parameter must be increased thanks to a better
measurement of the displacement and damage fields at the borders. Although the mechanical
response of this porous quasi-brittle material is very repetitive, this analysis based on I-DIC
and R-DIC approaches must be applied on others mechanical tests with different sample
sizes to assure the validity of the identified damage and cracking behaviours.

We showed how an appropriate combination of measurement andsimulation tools al-
lows a deeper understanding and interpretation of non-linear fracture phenomena in a quasi-
brittle ceramic.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the bending test and zones for MEB observations andDIC measurements

Fig. 2 SEM pictures (Back-Scattered Electrons) of the Fracture Process Zone for the aluminium titanate at
room temperature - The main crack is coming from the bottom ofthe image
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Fig. 4 Reference image and zones of interest for notched bending tests with FE-DIC (Q4 elements)(a) and
I-DIC (b) - Pixel physical size = 10.9µm
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Fig. 5 Axial displacement (vy) and correlation residual (Rcor) maps. FE-DIC with standard Q4 interpolation
(a) and I-DIC with Williams basis functions (b)
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Fig. 6 Crack lengths a obtained using the compliance method and I-DIC. The letters corresponds to the load
steps latter detailed in Figures (9) and (10)

Fig. 7 Stress intensity factors KI obtained using the compliance method and I-DIC
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Fig. 9 Axial displacement (vy) and damage parameter (D) obtained by R-DIC (λ = 4.10−2) for the four load
steps labeled in Figure 6
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Fig. 10 Thresholded damage parameter (D> 0.2) obtained by R-DIC (λ = 4.10−2) for the first and the last
load steps described by Figure 9
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the crack length evolution from compliance, I-DIC and R-DIC methods

Fig. 12 Stress intensity factors KI obtained using the compliance method, I-DIC and R-DIC methods. For
R-DIC both kinematic KIu and static KI

σ stress intensity factors are plotted
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Fig. 13 Evolution of dissipated energy: total dissipation Wtot, dissipation by diffuse damage Wd and dissipa-
tion by fracture Wf
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